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This accessibly written and authoritative guide updates the beloved and much-used 1970s
classic Seacoast Plants of the Carolinas. In this completely reimagined book, Paul E. Hosier
provides a rich, new reference guide to plant life in the coastal zone of the Carolinas for nature
lovers, gardeners, landscapers, students, and community leaders.Features include:* Detailed
profiles of more than 200 plants, with color photographs and information about identification,
value to wildlife, relationship to natural communities, propagation, and landscape use.*
Background on coastal plant communities, including the effects of invasive species and the
benefits of using native plants in landscaping.* A section on the effects of climate change on the
coast and its plants.* A list of natural areas and preserves open to visitors interested in
observing native plants in the coastal Carolinas.* A glossary that includes plant names and
scientific terms.With a special emphasis on the benefits of conserving and landscaping with
native plants, this guide belongs on the shelf of every resident and visitor to the coasts of the
Carolinas.

“Andy Lightfoot brings a wealth of information that can aid in avoiding, and surviving,
terrorism.”—Matt Graham, author of Epic Survival and star of Discovery Channel’s Dual
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all your travel essentials. It encompasses all the pertinent advice and recommendations you will
need.”—Jim Hawes, former Navy SEAL officer“The threat of terrorism is now a part of our lives,
especially if we travel. The Terrorism Survival Guide gives the reader valuable information as to
how prepare for, and react to, terrorism if ever his travel locates him in the wrong place at the
wrong time.”—J. Wayne Fears, author of The Pocket Outdoor Survival Guide“It’s clear to
everyone that overseas travel is not now what it was even a few years back. But despite all the
angst involved in facing the new challenges and uncertainties, there’s nothing sweaty-palmed or
hysterical about Lightbody’s handbook, just a calm, near exhaustive, clearly written, superbly
organized guide for today’s traveler. It’s just the thing, whether your globe-trotting is for pleasure
or for profit.”—Stephen Brennan, author of Bugles, Boots and Saddles: Exploits of the U. S.
Cavalry and Survival Skills of the Native Americans“The Terrorism Survival Guide is an essential
read for the traveler in his or her journeys both foreign and domestic. Having found myself in the
wrong place at the wrong time in more than one country over the past decade I find the
information realistic and valuable. I cannot offer higher praise.”—Robert K. Campbell, author of A
Prepper’s Guide to Rifles“The Terrorism Survival Guide is the kind of book I would give my own
kids as they head out from college to see the world and face real life. It’s concise, easy to read,
practical, and full of specific answers to real questions. Great stuff worth every penny.”—David
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preparation the likes of which could be the protocol of a secret agent. Going well beyond staging
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trouble strikes. When it comes to planning a trip, don’t be a beginner. Get this book!”—Roger
Eckstine, author of Shooter’s Bible Guide to Home Defense“Never in the history of humankind
has our world been so uncertain, so absolutely unpredictable. The more than one thousand
people injured or killed in the first bombing of the World Trade Center in New York City never
suspected the attack. Of the six thousand commuters who were casualties of the Sarin nerve
gas attack on a crowded Tokyo subway in 1995, not one of them saw it coming. The three
thousand people who died in the September 11, 2001 attack that destroyed the World Trade
Center were like wise unawares. The countenances of terrorism are the faces of cowards,
people who are by themselves insignificant to the operation of the world; but it’s this very
facelessness that makes The Terrorism Survival Guide a must-read for everyone who isn’t a
hermit living on a remote mountaintop. If you can't anticipate it and you can’t prevent it, then you
need to learn to survive it, and this book is a big step in the right direction.”—Len McDougall,
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answers to real questions. Great stuff worth every penny.”—David Black, author of What to Do
When the Shit Hits the Fan“Being a traveler in today’s world begs preparation the likes of which
could be the protocol of a secret agent. Going well beyond staging the vacant home and how to
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the first bombing of the World Trade Center in New York City never suspected the attack. Of the
six thousand commuters who were casualties of the Sarin nerve gas attack on a crowded Tokyo
subway in 1995, not one of them saw it coming. The three thousand people who died in the
September 11, 2001 attack that destroyed the World Trade Center were like wise unawares. The
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Guide a must-read for everyone who isn’t a hermit living on a remote mountaintop. If you can't
anticipate it and you can’t prevent it, then you need to learn to survive it, and this book is a big
step in the right direction.”—Len McDougall, author of The Ultimate Sh*t Hits the Fan Survival
Guide“As a former emergency manager and terrorism response instructor, I find The Terrorism
Survival Guide to be an easy-to-follow guide that gives essential tips to survive. The information
inside is the same as what I give my own family.”—David Nash, author of 52 Prepper
ProjectsAbout the AuthorAndy Lightbody is a military and technology analyst. He was the
founding editor for International Combat Arms magazine, field editor for Armed Forces Journal,
and a military correspondent for CBS, Fox, and ABC Radio. Lightbody has authored over a
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SEACOAST PLANTS OF THE CAROLINAS

INTRODUCTIONThis volume updates and expands upon an earlier book written by Karl Graetz
and first published in 1973 by North Carolina Sea Grant. For over four decades, Graetz’s book
informed residents and visitors to the Carolinas coast about native plants. However, knowledge
of coastal processes and the flora and fauna of the region has increased dramatically since
1973. Continued development of coastal resources and new generations of scientists, residents,
and visitors have created the need for an update of the original Seacoast Plants book.In this
volume, I share information about the unique environments, natural processes, and important
plants that surround us when we are at or near the coast. Learning about coastal plants is an
intellectual exercise, a way to discover how to use coastal plants wisely in developed spaces,
and a prelude to understanding the need to conserve coastal plants, especially those imperiled
or found only in certain areas.This book affords a means of identifying the common plants in the
coastal Carolinas. The plant profiles provide physical, chemical, and biological features for each
species along with detailed photographs, many displaying seasonal characteristics such as
flowers and fruits. The information about each species aids one in understanding and
appreciating the ecology of our coastal flora, as well as the wildlife and human uses and values
of these distinctive plants.I describe a range of plants considered one or more of the following:
native, exotic, landscape, weedy, or invasive, which are defined in the glossary in Appendix 2.
Whether you’re planning for your property, making a casual visit, or participating in an extensive
field trip, you are likely to encounter these common plants. Understanding the ecological role of
our native plants, the usefulness of certain exotic landscape plants, and the effect that invasive
and weedy species have on native plants and landscapes leads us to better appreciate,
conserve, and preserve native plants in their natural habitats.I offer practical information that can
help you decide which plants to select as part of a pleasing, functional, and low-maintenance
landscape plan using native plants. The plant profiles do include some exotic plants, but only
those that are especially popular, grow exceptionally well, and have a long history of use in
coastal settings with little indication of weediness or invasiveness. Information about introduced
plants of special concern—invasive and weedy species—is also included in the plant profiles
chapter to alert you about the undesirable growth habits of these problematic species. The
descriptions of these species are clearly marked at the beginning of the profile with the



cautionary statement, “Not recommended for planting; instead, remove where already
growing.”The plant communities described in this book occupy the upland and wetland areas on
barrier islands and the adjacent mainland influenced by salt water either through tidal flooding or
salt aerosols. Specifically, these communities include dunes ranging from small embryo dunes
to mature, well-developed dunes; maritime grasslands; maritime shrub thickets; maritime forests;
and freshwater wetlands and saltwater-influenced wetlands, namely brackish marshes, salt
marshes, and salt pannes.The intended audience includes coastal naturalists, ecologists,
horticulturalists, landscapers, homeowners, gardeners, students, and visitors to the coast.
Individuals with an interest in the nursery trade and representatives of federal, state, local, and
nonprofit agencies will find this guide helpful in accomplishing their important work.Chapter 1
provides the background for understanding the Carolinas coastal environment, including its
distinctive and remarkable natural processes and the resulting complex of plant communities.
Sandy soils, intense salt aerosols, nearly constant wind, and scarce soil nutrients are examples
of what scientists consider distinguishing characteristics of the coastal zone, while the varied
plant communities result from the impact of these physical features on the biota.Chapters 2
through 4 survey the ecology of coastal plants from the wrack line on the beach to the salt
marshes that occupy barrier islands, barrier beaches, and nearby mainland estuarine shorelines.
These chapters focus on environmental factors to which members of the flora have adapted and
the ways in which they have adjusted to surviving in what, for most plants, is a stressful
environment.Chapter 5 identifies plants that are invasive in the coastal Carolinas. Some species
are already firmly entrenched with no hope for eradication. Others are nearly under control but
require vigilance, lest they expand into natural communities and disrupt the innate balance
among species. The ecology of others suggests that they are capable of spreading rapidly if
environmental conditions change, possibly in response to climatic change.Chapter 6 provides
practical guidance in selecting native plants to replace current foundation and general property
plants. Native plants are adapted to coastal environmental conditions and generally thrive with
minimum care. Understanding their ecological requirements allows one to select appropriate
native plants. These native species are accustomed to the soils of the Carolinas, resist native
pests, and can withstand salt aerosols or saltwater flooding. Exotic species often used as
foundation plants are collected from coastal habitats elsewhere in the world and are often well
adapted to coastal conditions but sometimes require more care in their new geographic
locations. Some introduced species are well-behaved, well-adapted exotic plants, such as
Japanese aralia and Chinese podocarpus; these exotic plants can be recommended for
landscaping coastal homes and businesses. Planting these species is worth the extra effort in
maintenance to enjoy their beauty. Rain gardens are an excellent way to grow native plants that
benefit the local environment. Rain gardens are depressions created in the landscape to collect
rainwater from impermeable surfaces, such as roads, driveways, and sidewalks. Many native
plants are excellent candidates for rain garden plantings.Chapter 7 considers the effects of
frequent coastal storms on vegetation, primarily trees and shrubs in natural and human-centered



plant communities. Both research and practical experience show that it is possible to minimize
the effects of hurricanes and nor’easters by carefully choosing certain native plants. Pre-storm
preparation and post-storm repairs are minimal with the wise selection of native plants for
landscaping.Scientists predict that the rate of change in earth’s climate will continue to
accelerate in the twenty-first century, with coastlines among the first areas to experience the
changes. Chapter 8 explores some of the particular vulnerabilities of the Carolinas coastal
region. While the extent cannot be predicted with precision at this time, we can anticipate some
climatic changes. It would be prudent to plan for them.Chapter 9 profiles the plants common to
the coast of the Carolinas. This section includes descriptions and other information concerning
more than 200 species of common and distinctive coastal plants found in the Carolinas. These
profiles include native, exotic, and invasive plants.The book also includes additional reference
materials. Appendix 1 describes 21 natural areas in the coastal Carolinas where you can
observe native plants. These areas are reachable by car, foot, or boat. This section notes the
specific plant communities that are best expressed at each natural area. Appendix 2 includes a
glossary of geological, ecological, and botanical terms. Appendix 3 matches each profiled
plant’s common name to its respective scientific name. In addition, there is a list of references for
further information.

1. ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING FOR THE COASTAL CAROLINAS FLORAThe coast of the
Carolinas stretches from the unincorporated community of Carova Beach, N.C., located north of
the Outer Banks, to Daufuskie Island, S.C., near the mouth of the Savannah River (fig. 1).
Distinctive in many ways, the Carolinas’ coastal environment differs from the roller coaster–like
piedmont and the imposing Appalachian Mountains. A complex interplay of features gives the
coast its identity. There are salty ocean waters and muddy estuaries, nutrient-poor and highly
mobile sandy substrates, salt-sheared forests and expansive coastal grasslands, occasional
nor’easters and punishing hurricanes. These elements, combined with the dynamic wave and
tide actions, merge in time and space to create a unique complex of conditions to which only a
limited number of plants and animals have adapted.Figure 1. A mix of barrier islands, barrier
beaches, capes, mainland beaches, and sea islands comprises more than 500 miles of the
ocean shoreline along the Carolinas between Virginia and Georgia. Sounds, bays, and creeks
create an immense estuarine shoreline. Illustration by Andrea Dingeldein. Courtesy of North
Carolina Sea Grant.The uncommonly attractive yet alien-appearing plant and animal
communities created by the intersection of land, sea, and air draw many people to this coastal
setting. Millions of people visit this region for action- or leisure-filled vacations each year;
hundreds of thousands call the area home, and tens of thousands find fulfilling work there,
ranging from commercial fishing to tourist- oriented service positions. This is all facilitated by—or
because of—the existence of coastal communities and their natural surroundings.UNIQUE
COASTAL ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORSWhile the Carolinas coast presents a somewhat
varying geologic history and pattern of human land use, many environmental factors interact to



create the distinctive setting that we sense and recognize as “the coast.” These include water
(primarily salt water), sand, sun, wind, and storm activity. Here we find unique assemblages of
plant and animal communities, including the beaches, dunes, forests, and wetlands. It is in these
communities that we discover scores of plants, each exceptionally well adapted to the
environment and coexisting with other plants and animals.The Carolinas coastline varies from
the long, narrow barrier islands of the Outer Banks anchored by Cape Hatteras to the high, wide
iconic Sea Islands such as Kiawah and Hilton Head islands. Extensive dunes, maritime
grasslands, and maritime shrub thickets dominate mile after mile of shoreline along the Outer
Banks. In contrast, the topographically diverse and vegetationally complex islands of the
southern North Carolina and the South Carolina coasts exhibit a preponderance of salt-aerosol-
sheared arborescent vegetation, often with a narrow strip of grassy dunes along the seaward
edge (figs. 2 and 3). Brackish marshes and salt marshes sharply define the edges of the upland
communities along the estuarine shorelines of the Carolinas. Freshwater swamps, marshes, and
ponds are embedded within the dunes and maritime forests.Compared to the multifaceted and
diverse dunes, grasslands, and forests, the marshes appear superficially similar. However, on
closer inspection, we see that they range from structurally and vegetationally complex
freshwater plant communities found in Currituck Sound to seemingly endless, monotonous
expanses of estuarine marshes where but a single plant species dominates thousands of acres
of intertidal environments in Port Royal and St. Helena sounds.Figure 2. Beaches, dunes,
maritime grasslands, maritime shrub thickets, and occasional freshwater wetlands separate
ocean and estuarine environments along the narrow, fragile North Carolina Outer Banks.
Courtesy of Outer Banks Visitors Bureau.Figure 3. Recurved dune ridges create environments
for maritime grasslands and maritime shrub thickets (foreground) near Captain Sam’s Inlet,
Kiawah Island, while maritime forests dominate extensive portions of Pleistocene-aged areas of
the South Carolina coast. Courtesy of Town of Kiawah Island.GEOLOGY AND
GEOMORPHOLOGYThe northernmost barrier islands, including Hatteras and Ocracoke islands
in North Carolina, are geologically young, having reached their current dimensions and
character less than 5,000 years ago. The South Carolina Sea Islands, best expressed from Bull
Island to Hilton Head Island, are composed of both old and new ocean-derived sediments. The
central core of these coastal islands is more than 25,000 years old, while a narrow ribbon of sand
—usually comprising the ocean shoreline and adjacent dunes—is similar in age to the North
Carolina barrier islands.The region features four major capes: Hatteras, Lookout, and Fear in
North Carolina and Romain in South Carolina. Scientists believe that Pleistocene Epoch
sediments reworked by ocean waves and tides created these cape features. Cape Hatteras
extends well into the Atlantic Ocean, and standing there, one immediately senses that this point
of land is a tempting target for Atlantic hurricanes. In contrast to the North Carolina capes, Cape
Romain today is composed of several dissembled islands that have evolved into a more or less
diffuse cape feature. These complex cape features are typically home to a diverse suite of
plants.OCEAN CURRENTSTwo major ocean currents affect the coastal region of the Carolinas.



The Labrador Current flows from its cold-water origin in the Hudson and Davis straits and the
Grand Banks of the northwestern Atlantic Ocean south to North Carolina. The warm Gulf Stream
flows northward from the coast of Florida, where it arises in the warm waters of the Florida
Straits. This surface current generally follows the Carolinas coastline as it moves northward,
turning eastward as it passes Cape Hatteras on its path toward the northeastern Atlantic Ocean.
Eventually the Gulf Stream provides the British Isles with a warmer climate than its far northern
latitude deserves. These two currents influence the distribution of plants along the Carolinas
coast by bringing species with more northern affinities southward and plants with southern
affinities farther north than expected (fig. 4).Figure 4. The warm waters of the Gulf Stream flow
north, hugging the southeastern U.S. coastline as they approach the Carolinas before moving
into the open ocean near Cape Hatteras. The cold waters of the Labrador Current flow south
along the New England and mid-Atlantic coast. These major currents influence the distribution of
plants and animals along the coastal Carolinas. Illustration by Andrea Dingeldein. Courtesy of
North Carolina Sea Grant.Extremes of climate, weather, natural processes, and events such as
storms affect the health, survival, and sometimes the distribution of plants and plant
communities. The Carolinas coastal environment is agreeable in many ways, but it is not
constant. Because individual plants are confined to one site for their entire lifetime, they have
evolved wide tolerances for environmental conditions and developed unique adaptations to
disruptive events. These conditions include extremes of water availability (flooding and drought),
extremes of temperature, wind, and fire. Certainly coastal storms present some of these factors
all at once.CLIMATEProximity to open water influences the climate along the Carolinas coast;
large water bodies tend to moderate the climate by narrowing temperature extremes along the
adjacent shores. This region experiences mild winters and hot, humid summers. Temperatures
in the coastal Carolinas reach their average maxima of approximately 90°F in July and August
and the minima in the mid-30°sF in January and February.The Outer Banks of North Carolina
report generally cooler average high temperatures during July and August (mid-80°s) and
warmer average lows in the winter (high 30°s) than the rest of the coast. Because the United
States Department of Agriculture (USDA) defines its plant hardiness zones by the average
minimum temperature experienced in an area, species adapted to higher minimum
temperatures often thrive along a generally cooler coast. Conversely, species adapted to very
hot temperatures rarely inhabit coastal plant communities.Extraordinarily warm or cold
temperatures experienced in the coastal Carolinas influence plants, since they have few
thermoregulatory mechanisms compared with the animal world. However, plants adapt to at
least short periods of heat and cold stress. Excessive heat during the summer leads to water
deficits as water moves from roots to leaves and then to the atmosphere. This process
desiccates plants and sometimes leads to the death of the plant.Precipitation is abundant;
however, summer droughts lasting for a month are not unusual in the coastal Carolinas. Annual
precipitation in the region is evenly distributed throughout the year and averages 50 to 55
inches. The region experiences rainfall maxima in July and August; the least precipitation occurs



in November and April. Rains accompanying hurricanes contribute significantly to summer
rainfall totals.The water table is usually close to the surface compared with more inland areas.
Many trees and other deeply rooted plants can reach either the water table or the moist zone
just above the water table. These deeply rooted plants can survive short periods of drought
during the summer, a time when evapotranspiration lowers the water table. Similarly, deep
taproots aid dune plants in collecting water during dry periods.In extended drought conditions,
coastal plants react by dropping leaves, which effectively reduces transpiration and therefore
water loss. Deep taproots aid dune plants in collecting and storing water during dry
periods.TIDES AND SALT WATERTides are diurnal in the coastal Carolinas and increase in
range from north to south. The spring tide range at the ocean edge varies from around 3 feet at
Duck, N.C., to more than 7 feet at Hilton Head Island, S.C. In the estuaries, spring tides range
from less than 1 foot in portions of Pamlico Sound to more than 9 feet in Port Royal Sound.The
presence of salt water is the most influential factor defining the coastal environment. Salt water
is ubiquitous in the coastal zone; it is obviously dominant in the ocean and estuaries, but it is
also important in the atmosphere in aerosol-sized droplets. In addition, salt water may intrude
into the groundwater when coastal aquifers experience excessive freshwater withdrawal. The
tidally controlled ebb and flow of estuarine water defines and often delimits the environment in
which saltwater-adapted plants live. Adaptation to the presence of salts in their environment is a
unique and important attribute of coastal plants (fig. 5).Figure 5. Huge areas of smooth
cordgrass marshes dissected by tidal creeks dominate the coastal areas protected from open
ocean waves by barrier islands and sea islands in the Carolinas. Myriad animals ranging from
microscopic nematodes to great egrets thrive in these protected creeks and
marshes.SOILSUnconsolidated sands—geologically young with poorly developed soil profiles—
comprise the soils of the coastal Carolinas. Much of the coastal plain of the Carolinas is
composed of sands successively deposited in thin layers when sea level was considerably
higher than it is today. Once the ocean retreated, wave and tidal action separated coarse sands
from fine silts and clays. Over time, these processes created today’s estuaries, barrier islands,
and barrier beaches. Today, winds move sand onshore, where native plants arrest this sand and
form dunes. These sandy upland soils are typically coarse, dry, mobile, and nutrient
deficient.Moving water generated by the tides and river currents carries silt and clay into the low-
energy estuaries typically found landward of the barrier islands in the coastal Carolinas. In sharp
contrast to the dunes, tidal marsh soils are composed of silt and clay particles, and they are
poorly aerated, often waterlogged, and frequently flooded with salt water. These markedly
different environments support distinctive, easily recognized plant communities.Figure 6.
Coastal winds transport sand landward from the beach. Only a few plants, such as northern
seaside spurge, can grow and reproduce in this environment where rapid burial and sand blast
occur continuously.WIND
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CBC, “Great ID-BEWARE does have invasive as well!. Extremely informative book!! Great
reference source.BEWARE for newbies: this is NOT just native id! He also identifies NON-
NATIVE/INVASIVE. He denotes this, yet one must read the entire description-so please do not
get fooled by those pretty invasive and go planting them. If you have them, remove them. The
native plants thank you;)”

ohreally, “not just an identification guide. Written by Paul Hosier, Professor Emeritus at UNCW
and published in association with NC Sea Grant. It's not just an ID guide...it gives you history
and the science on environmental settings on the coasts, between VA and GA. Excellent
resource for horticulturalists, environmentalists, and Extension Master Gardeners.”

4dog&2catmom, “Field Guide. Not exactly what I was looking for. It's more of a field guide. If you
are looking for that type book, would come in handy.”

KevinF, “Well done! Pics and text. I’ve been interested in such a reference for years and then it
appears, written by the professor who taught my most memorable college course at UNC-W!
Congrats Paul, good job!”

Ebook Library Reader, “EXACTLY what I was looking for!. This is the perfect field guide for native
plants of South Carolina. I'm learning the names of things I've seen all my life and didn't know
their names or uses. Exactly what I was looking for!”

A. Thomas, “Well written. Easy to use as a reference, too. Good pics.. Well written. Easy to use
as a reference, too.  Good pics.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great book for the southern plant lover.. Love the detail of this book.”

The book by Robert Muirhead has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 51 people have provided feedback.
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